
ALTHOUGH THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS ARE WITHIN

This study, which was funded in part by the Medical Library Association, was . Although there was little support for LIS
contributions to the organizational goal.

The effectiveness of individual LIS directors' actions will remain limited, however, unless there are revisions
to the accreditation criteria related to libraries and information services. In response to the open-ended
questions, participants did not identify new LIS contributions beyond those in the taxonomy. This list is meant
to be representative rather than exhaustive. Specific methods of communication offered by LIS directors
include using a wide range of media, taking advantage of marketing opportunities, and involving LIS staff in
the activities of the larger organization. If the byline includes a group name, MEDLINE will list the names of
individual group members who are authors or who are collaborators, sometimes called non-author
contributors, if there is a note associated with the byline clearly stating that the individual names are elsewhere
in the paper and whether those names are authors or collaborators. If a service is being revised or adapted
based on the results of the matrix survey, LIS staff may consider administering the matrix survey to a sample
of users on a regular basis to measure changes in ratings over time. He reaffirms his teaching that Jewish law
is no longer the exclusive path to righteousness and argues that Christians have a new freedom in Christ.
When submitting a manuscript authored by a group, the corresponding author should specify the group name
if one exists, and clearly identify the group members who can take credit and responsibility for the work as
authors. Additional contributions may be added based on local factors [ 14 ]. The study's objectives were 1 to
determine appropriate methods for measuring the value of library and information services to hospitals and
academic health sciences centers AHSCs and 2 to identify the kinds of information that institutional
administrators recognize as valid measures of value and to develop ways of communicating the contributions
that library and information services make. Evaluate findings and revise selected goals, contributions, and
services as necessary The final step in the CLIS approach is to review the results in terms of whether the
contributions of library and information services to the organization were effectively communicated. In order
to address these two objectives, the authors conducted a five-phase project. The taxonomy organizes LIS
contributions around five mission-level organizational concepts. Paul while he was in prison, probably at
Rome about 62 CE. It is important to select the set of goals that will be used as the starting point of the process
carefully. Although LIS directors and staff may describe the intent of a service in terms of its contribution to
an organizational goal, only a service's users can validate the correspondence between the service and possible
contributions. Others only specify access to a library collection and bibliographic databases without specifying
the availability of training provided by a librarian [ 18 ]. Output measures can be represented by usage
statistics and may include measures of use by specific user groups, intention of use, and location of use. The
letters deal with a church of Gentile Christians and are therefore the best evidence of how St. In general, LIS
usage can be in-house in the library or remote. Both questionnaires had the same structure and consisted of
three sections. Facebook Twitter Although St. As a communication strategy is developed, the LIS director
selects the types of information and presentation formats that may be most appropriate for a specific
supervisor. In addition, there are other nontraditional methods of communicating with administrators noted by
LIS directors. This may sometimes mean that significant contributions would not be included in the plan
because no appropriate measures exist. In fact, the three letters together are often called Pastoral Letters, as
they were written to instruct and admonish the recipients in their pastoral office rather than to address the
specific problems of congregations like many of the other Pauline epistles. For example, a set of current
transaction figures for a given service may not be as compelling as a statement that usage has increased by a
specific percentage since the previous year. In law, the employee contribution is referred to as the 'primary'
contribution and the employer contribution as the 'secondary', but they are usually referred to simply as
employee and employer contributions. Whenever possible, LIS staff should participate in strategic planning
processes for the organization. Such data may be gathered at the unit level or as part of a library or information
center's participation in collaborative, cross-institutional efforts, such as the Association of Academic Health
Sciences Libraries' Annual Statistics report or the Medical Library Association's Hospital Benchmarking
Initiative [ 3 , 4 ]. Conclusions: The taxonomy of LIS contributions and the CLIS approach emerged from
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research conducted in hospitals and academic health sciences centers and reflect the mission and goals
common in these organizations. Link library and information services LIS contributions to organizational
goals Once key organizational goals have been selected, the next step is to determine the associated
contributions that can be used to demonstrate the value of LIS to the organization. In either case, the LIS
director must be prepared to revise the data collection and communication methods as necessary to support the
evolving needs of the organization. General categories of measures that may be used for LIS are output
measures, performance measures, outcome measures, and impact measures. Feedback from pilot testers
underscored the importance of keeping the instruments brief. Other differences displayed in Table 1 may also
relate to organizational missions and goals associated with different settings. As seen in Appendix A , the
taxonomy consists of three levels: mission concepts, organizational goals and LIS contributions. These
authorship criteria are intended to reserve the status of authorship for those who deserve credit and can take
responsibility for the work. Usage statistics are probably most meaningful when they provide insight into total
usage by homogeneous groups of users. Those who do not meet all four criteria should be
acknowledgedâ€”see Section II. The seven-step approach described below provides the necessary tools for the
identification, measurement, and communication of the contributions of LIS services, yet allows for the
adaptation of the process to fit individual settings and organizations. All members of the sample received a
total of three email messages inviting participation. It is essential to be proactive about making LIS services
known.


